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The problem of covering a polygon with convex polygons has proven to be very difficult, 
even when restricted to the class of orthogonal polygons using orthogonally convex covers. 
We develop a method of analysis based on dent diagrams for orthogonal polygons and are 
able to show that Keil’s O(n2) algorithm for covering horizontally convex polygons is 
asymptotically optimal, but it can be improved to O(n) for counting the number of polygons 
required for a minimal cover. We also give an optimal O(n*) covering algorithm and an O(n) 
counting algorithm for another subclass of orthogonal polygons. Finally, we develop a 
method of signatures which can be used to obtain polynomial time algorithms for an even 
larger ChSS of orthogonal pOlygOnS. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problems of covering an arbitrary polygon (with holes allowed) with the 
minimum number of convex components and with the minimum number of star- 
shaped components are known to be NP-hard [7]. The problem of covering 
polygons without holes with star-shaped components is also NP-hard [ 11. It 
remains open whether there is a polynomial time algorithm for covering polygons 
without holes with the minimum number of convex components. Since this last 
problem seems to be very difficult, attention has focused on restricting the problem 
to orthogonal polygons. Masek showed that covering an arbitrary orthogonal 
polygon (with holes allowed) with the minimum number of rectangles is also NP- 
hard [3, p. 2321. But when holes are not allowed, polynomial time algorithms have 
been found for certain special cases. Franzblau and Kleitman [2] gave an O(n*) 
time algorithm for covering a vertically convex polygon with the minimum number 
of rectangles. Keil [6] has given O(n*) algorithms for covering horizontally convex 
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polygons with the minimum number of orthogonally convex components and the 
minimum number of orthogonal star-shaped components. 
By dividing the polygon in a different way, we are able to identify regions that 
are critical to obtaining a minimal cover. Using this approach, we show that the 
number of orthogonally convex polygons in a minimum cover of any orthogonal 
polygon with indentations of at most two different orientations (including horizon- 
tally convex, vertically convex, and where the two orientations of indentations are 
at right angles) can be found in linear time. We also derive O(n*) algorithms for 
minimally covering all orthogonal polygons of these types. In addition, we show 
that Keil’s algorithm and our new algorithm for covering polygons with indenta- 
tions at right angles are asymptotically optimal in the following sense: that there 
exist problems for which a description of every minimum cover that consists of the 
vertex lists of the covering polygons has size s2(n2). Finally, we introduce a new 
technique, based on the idea of a signature of a partial covering, that leads to a 
polynomial time algorithm for finding the minimum number of covering 
orthogonally convex polygons for a large class of orthogonal polygons with inden- 
tations of all four orientations. We conjecture that this technique can be used to 
cover an arbitrary orthogonal polygon without holes with the minimum number of 
orthogonally convex components, and we are optimistic that a generalization of 
this technique to the non-orthogonal case could lead to a polynomial time 
algorithm for covering arbitrary polygons without holes with the minimum number 
of convex polygons. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains definitions 
of the structures underlying our approach, along with some simple results concern- 
ing covering of orthogonal polygons. In Section 3, we improve on Keil’s results for 
the horizontally convex case. In Section 4, we extend our methods to polygons with 
indentations in two orthogonal directions. Section 5 contains a description of our 
new approach to the covering problem, based on signatures. In Section 6, we offer 
some conclusions, discuss the remaining open questions in this area, and offer 
suggestions for extending these techniques to other problems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For our purposes, a polygon is the closed, connected set of points in the plane 
bounded by a single (circular) sequence of straight line segments that do not inter- 
sect except at the common endpoints between consecutive segments in the 
sequence.’ The segments are called edges,, their endpoints are called vertices, and we 
1 According to this defmition, a polygon cannot contain holes, since it is bounded by a single circular 
sequence of line segments. The more general notion of a polygon with holes can be defined by allowing 
the bounding segments to be in several circular sequences, while still requiring the resulting bounded 
region to be. (multiply) connected. 
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FIG. 1. Terminology. 
call their union the perimeter of the polygon.2 In an orthogonal polygon every edge 
is either horizontal or vertical, and thus every vertex is a right angle.3 All of the 
polygons that we will be considering are simple orthogonal polygons without holes, 
which we abbreviate by SOP. A polygon is horizontally (resp. vertically) convex 
(HC, VC) if it is orthogonal and its intersection with every horizontal (resp. verti- 
cal) line is either empty or a single line segment.4 A polygon that is both HC and 
VC is called orthogonally conuex (OC). 
When the perimeter of a SOP is traversed in the clockwise direction, the exterior 
is always to the left.5 At each corner, we either turn 90” right (an outside corner), 
or 90” left (an inside corner). We classify the edges of a SOP as either extremities 
(whose endpoints are both outside corners), dents (both of whose endpoints are 
inside corners), or stair edges (which have one outside corner and one inside corner 
as endpoints).6 
We orient our polygons by the compass points with north at the top. These terms 
are illustrated in Fig. 1. We classify SOPS according to the number of different 
* As we have defined them, polygons are simple, because we do not allow edges to cross. Nevertheless, 
we do allow the limiting case where (parts of) edges from opposite sides of the polygon coincide. This 
gives rise to “necks” of zero width, and even to polygons of zero area, but disallowing this limiting case 
would cause our results to be more complicated to state and prove. We could avoid having to allow zero 
area polygons if we defined polygons as open sets of points (i.e., not including the perimeter) rather than 
closed sets, but this would introduce other anomalies into the covering problem. The essense of our 
results is not affected by whether polygons are defined as open or closed sets, although in the limiting 
cases the details differ. We have chosen the closed version because it seems to be more conventional 
and natural and because our algorithms and other results can be stated more cleanly and with fewer 
exceptions. 
3 Strictly speaking, since we allow edges to coincide, we must also allow 180” vertices as well. 
4 Or a single point, in the case of a “neck” of zero width. 
5 Except along a “neck” of zero width, the interior will be to the right. 
6 Since a 180” vertex is the limit of two 90” vertices as the length of the edge between them goes to 
zero, it is best to regard a 180” vertex as two outside (90”) corners with an extremity of length zero 
between them. This is the only circumstance where we allow zero length edges. 
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FIG. 2. Class 0. Orthogonally convex: We = west extremity; Ne = north extremity, etc. 
orientations of their dents. A class k SOP (0 <k < 4) has dents of k different orien- 
tations. Class 0 SOPS are precisely the class of OC polygons (Fig. 2). Class 1 SOPS 
have all of their dents on the same side, which by convention we take to be the east 
(Fig. 3). Optimally covering class 1 polygons with OC polygons is trivial; the cover- 
ing number is one greater than the number of dents. We subdivide class 2 into class 
2~2, where the two dent orientations are opposite (W and E, or N and S), and class 
2b, where the two dent orientations are orthogonal to one another (W-N, N-E, 
E-S, or S-W). Class 2a is the union of the classes of HC and VC polygons. By con- 
vention, we rotate polygons of class 2a so that they are HC (Fig. 4) and we rotate 
class 2b polygons so that their dents are on the east and south (Fig. 5). We also 
recognize class 3 (Fig. 6) and class 4 polygons (Fig. 7 and 8). Class 3 polygons are 
conventionally drawn with their dents on the east, south, and west. 
Just as (ordinary non-orthogonal) convex polygons can be characterized as those 
polygons such that every interior point is visible from every other interior point, we 
can characterize orthogonally convex polygons in terms of an orthogonal version 
FIG. 3. Class 1. Only east dents: We = west extremity; Ed = east dent, etc. 
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FIG. 4. Class 2a. Horizontally convex. 
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of visibility. A staircase from x to y in P is a sequence of points (x = x0, . . . . x, = y) 
such that: (1) for 1 < i< n, the line segment between xi_, and xi is either horizontal 
or vertical and wholly contained in P, and (2) for 3 < i < n and for d E {north, east, 
south, west}, if xi__2 is d of xi-3 then xi is d of xi-i. In other words, a staircase 
is a monotone orthogonal path in P. That is, in following the path from x to y, one 
never proceeds in one of the four compass directions along one segment and later 
in the opposite direction along another segment. We say that two points x and y 
are orthogonally visible (also OV, or visible, abbreviated x : y) if they are connected 
by a staircase in P. Various notions of visibility and convexity, including generaliza- 
tions of our definitions have also been investigated by Rawlins and Wood [S, 93. 
In particular, the following is a special case of Theorem 6.2 in [9]. 
LEMMA 2.1. A polygon is orthogonally convex zf and only if every pair of points 
in it is orthogonally visible. 
A T-covering of a polygon P is a set C of polygons of type T whose union is P. 
A T-covering C of polygon P is optimal (or minimum) if no other T-covering of P 
has smaller cardinality than the set C. The T-covering number of P is the cardinality 
of an optimal T-covering of P. We are concerned with computing OC-covering 
numbers and optimal OC-coverings of (various subclasses of) SOPS. 
A maximal covering polygon (MCP) for some given SOP P is an OC polygon 
that is contained within P, but that is not properly contained within any other OC 
polygon that is contained within P. Any OC-covering can be made into an MCP- 
covering by replacing each covering polygon with an MCP that contains it. The 
resulting covering is no larger than the original, so the MCP-covering number of 
any orthogonal polygon is no larger than its OC-covering number. Since every 
MCP-covering is an OC-covering, the MCP- and OC-covering numbers of P are 
the same. It is therefore sufficient to consider MCP-coverings. MCPs have a 
number of useful properties. 
LEMMA 2.2. If Q is an MCP for P, then: 
1. Every inside corner of Q is an inside corner of P. 
2. Each of the four extremities of Q coincides with (part of) an edge of P. 
3. Q is uniquely specified by giving the four edges of P that determine its 
extremities. 
(Note that part 3 of this lemma is not true if P is an orthogonal polygon with 
holes. Note also that an MCP is a candidate orthogonal convex skull as defined by 
Wood and Yap [12,11]. They prove part 2 in [ 11 I.) 
Proof 1. Suppose c is an inside corner of Q. If c is not also an inside corner 
of P, then there is a point c’ adjacent to c that is outside Q and inside P but also 
OV to every point in Q. But this contradicts the maximality of Q, so c must be an 
inside corner of P. 
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2. Let e be an extremity of Q. If no part of e coincides with any part of an 
edge of P, then e can be displaced toward the outside of Q while remaining inside 
P and without causing Q to become non-convex. But this contradicts the 
maximality of Q, so e must coincide (at least in part) with an edge of P. 
3. Let n, e, s, and w be the four edges of P that are determined by the 
extremities of Q (part 2). By Lemma 2.1 and part 2 of this lemma, there are points 
x, in n, x, in e, x, in s, and x, in w, and staircases in P from x, to x,, from .x6, 
to x,, from x,~ to x,, and from x, to x,. Of all of the staircases in P from any point 
in II to any point in e, let ne be the most northeastern. (All staircases from n to e 
are clearly made up of southward and eastward segments only. If z, and z2 are two 
such staircases, then we say that z1 is northeast of z2 if no horizontal line intersects 
z1 west of z2 and no vertical line intersects z, south of z2. If Z, and z2 do not cross, 
then one of them is northeast of the other. If they do cross, then there is a third 
staircase z3, made up of segments of z1 and z2, that is northeast of both of them. 
Therefore, the northeasternmost such staircase is uniquely defined.) Similarly define 
es, SW, and wn, where es is the southeasternmost staircase in P from any point in 
e to a point in s, etc. These four staircases, along with the portions of edges n, e, 
s, and w between them, form the perimeter of a polygon Q’ that is contained in P 
and that has extremities in n, e, s, and w. Furthermore, Q’ is orthogonally convex. 
To see that this is so, observe that a horizontal line can cross at most one vertical 
edge in SW, w, or wn, and at most one vertical edge in ne, e, or es. Therefore, unless 
P contains a hole, the horizontal line can enter and leave Q’ at most once. A similar 
argument applies to vertical lines. Furthermore, Q’ is maximal, since every point 
outside of Q’ must be invisible to every point in at least one of n, e, s, or u‘. For 
the same reason, no point outside of Q’ can belong to Q. But since Q is also 
maximal, we must have Q’ = Q. That is, n, e, s, and MJ are sufficient to determine 
Q uniquely. 1 
Since OC polygons have four extremities, Lemma 2.2.3 leads to the following 
observation. 
LEMMA 2.3. If P is a SOP with n edges, then P has at most O(n4) MCPs. 
Figure 8 illustrates a family of SOPS with 52(n4) MCPs. The following lemma is 
a straightforward consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Two points are 0 V if and only ij” some MCP includes them both. 
The key to covering SOPS with MCPs is to recognize the importance of dents. 
An orthogonal polygon is OC if and only if it has no dents. Consider a SOP with 
a dent. (See Fig. 9.) We construct two dent lines by extending the dent both forward 
and back until it meets the unbounded exterior region of the polygon. The direction 
of each dent line is the same as the direction of the dent (which is determined by 
the clockwise traversal of the perimeter). The dent lines subdivide the polygon into 
three zones. Two of these zones (labeled B, and B, in Fig. 9) are said to be below 
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FIG. 9. Dent lines. 
the dent. They are defined as the portions of the polygon to the left of each of the 
two dent lines. The thmi zone (A in the figure) is said to be above the dent. It is 
defined as the portion of the polygon to the right of the dent and its two dent lines. 
Note that no orthogonal covering polygon includes points in both B, and B,. We 
construct the dent diagram by drawing the dent lines for all dents. (See Fig. 10.) The 
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FIG. 10. Dent diagram (showing sources). 
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FIG. 12. Dent lines that coincide-opposite directions. 
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dent diagram subdivides the interior of the polygon into regions. In dent diagrams 
(e.g., Figs. 9-12) we draw small arrows across the dent lines from left to right-i.e., 
from below the dent to above it. 
Strictly speaking, a region is closed along the segments of its perimeter that are 
formed by edges of the polygon or by dent lines that the region is above, and it is 
open along those segments of its perimeter that are formed by dent lines that the 
region is below. Furthermore, in certain cases it is possible for dent lines from dif- 
ferent dents to coincide. There are two different ways this may occur. In Fig. 11, the 
coincident dent lines are directed in the same direction. Part (a) is the limiting case 
as the dent lines for the two dents in part (b) approach one another and finally 
meet. In this case, the regions marked S in the figure are below the dent lines in 
their perimeters, and there is no inconsistency in merging the dents and the dent 
lines with the regions across from the regions marked S. The other case, where 
coincident dent lines are directed in opposite directions, is shown in part (a) of 
Fig. 12. Parts (b), (c), and (d) can be seen as various cases of which part (a) is the 
limit. Here again, the regions marked S are below the dents and are open along the 
dent portions of their perimeters. But in parts (a) and (c), the vertical line that 
includes the dents and their coincident dent lines is a (closed) region in itself. The 
regions bordering this line are all open where bounded by it. When dent lines inter- 
sect at right angles, it is possible to form line regions that are open at one or both 
endpoints, and when two oppositely directed pairs of dent lines intersect at right 
angles, their point of intersection is a region in itself. The guiding principle in,all 
of these cases is that all of the points in a region are below and above (or on) the 
same set of dent lines. If there is a dent line I such that x is below I and y is above 
or on I, then x and y must be in different regions. 
The significance of the regions in the dent diagram is shown in the following 
lemma. 
THEOREM 2.1. Two points belong to the same region if and only if they belong to 
the same set of MCPs. 
Proof: (If) Assume that x and y belong to the same set of MCPs. First, since 
x belongs to at least one MCP, say Q, y belongs to Q as well. Then, by Lemma 2.4, 
x : y. Now, for the purpose of obtaining a contradiction, assume that x and y do 
not belong to the same region. Then there must be at least one dent line between 
them. Let s be a staircase from x to y, and let I be the first dent line crossed by s. 
There are now two cases to consider: either (a) x is below 1 and y is above (or on), 
or (b) x is above (or on) 1 and y is below. See Fig. 13. In either case, let a be a point 
on (and thus above) I’, the dent line on the opposite side of the dent that forms 
1, and let b be a point directly opposite a, below 1’. Since s does not cross any dent 
lines between x and its intersection with 1, and since a is on I’, we have x : a. There- 
fore, by Lemma 2.4, there is some MCP Q’ that includes x and a. But since x and 
y belong to the same set of MCPs, y belongs to Q’ as well. And by Lemma 2.4, 
y : a. But now we have a conflict. 
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FIG. 13. Proof of Theorem 2.1. 
(a) If x is below I, then x and b cannot be OV, because they are below 
opposite sides of the same dent. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, no MCP includes both 
x and b. But since y and a are above I’ and b is immediately below, any staircase 
from y to a can be extended to b. Thus, y : b, and so, by Lemma 2.4, some MCP 
includes both y and 6. 
(b) If x is above Z, then any staircase from x to a can be exended to b, so 
x : b. But y and b are below opposite sides of the same dent, so no MCP can 
include both y and 6. 
In both cases we have x and y belonging to different MCPs, which contradicts our 
original hypothesis. Therefore it is not possible for there to be a dent line between 
x and y. We are forced to conclude that x and y belong to the same region. 
(Only if) Assume that x and y are two points in the same region. Let z be any 
point such that x : z. Since there are no dent lines between x and y, any staircase 
from z to x can be modified to give a staircase from z to y. (If there were no stair- 
case from z to y, then there would have to be some dent d such that every 
orthogonal path from z to y would have to pass from below d to above (or on) d 
and back below d again. But since z : x and there is no dent line between x and y, 
this is impossible.) Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, every MCP that includes x also 
includes y. Similarly, every MCP that includes y also includes x. Thus x and y 
belong to the same set of MCPs. 1 
Every MCP consists of a connected set of regions, and from the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, it can be seen that the perimeter of any MCP is made up of (parts 
of) edges of the polygon plus dent lines such that the interior of the MCP is above 
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FIG. 14. The region DAG. 
them. From the dent diagram we can construct a structure called the region DAG. 
(See Fig. 14). The nodes of the region DAG are the regions, and there is an arc 
from rl to r2 if they share a common border and rl is below the dent line between 
them. 
LEMMA 2.5. The region DAG is acyclic. 
Proof Since each dent line crosses the entire polygon from one point on the 
perimeter to another point on the perimeter, and since each arc in the region DAG 
crosses a dent line, a cycle in the region DAG must include two edges that cross 
the same dent line, but in opposite directions. But this is impossible, since all arcs 
that cross a given dent line in the region DAG cross in the same direction (from 
below to above). Therefore the region DAG is acyclic. 1 
It is interesting to note that even polygons with holes have acyclic region DAGs. 
Furthermore, we can prove 
LEMMA 2.6. Zf rl + r2 is an arc in the region DAG, then every MCP that includes 
rl also includes r2. 
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Proof Let I be the dent line between r, and r2, and let X, be a point in r, on 
a straight line perpendicular to 1. Also, let x2 be an arbitrary point in r2, Q an 
arbitrary MCP that includes rl, and y an arbitrary point in Q. Then, by 
Lemma 2.4, there is a staircase from y to x1, 
?? If y is above 1, then, since x1 is below Z, the staircase from y to x1 must cross 
1. In this case, let y’ be the point of intersection between the staircase and 1. 
?? If y is below 1, then the staircase from y to x1 can be extended to 1. In this 
case, let y’ be the point on I to which the staircase is extended. 
In either case, we have shown the existence of a staircase between y and a point y’ 
on 1, and thus in r2. Then, by Lemma 2.4, some MCP Q’ includes both y and y’. 
Then, since y’ and x1 are in the same region, Theorem 2.1 implies that x2 belongs 
to Q’. But then, by Lemma 2.4, y : x2. Since y is an arbitrary point in Q, and since 
Q is maximal, we must have x2 in Q, as well. But since x2 is an arbitrary point in 
r2, this implies that rz is contained in Q. 1 
A source is a region of in-degree zero in the region DAG.’ Several types of 
sources are identified in Fig. 10. The order of a source is the number of different 
orientations of dent lines in its perimeter. It is important to observe that sources of 
order less than 4 lie on the perimeter of the polygon P, while order-4 sources are 
rectangles that do not touch the perimeter. Every order-l source must have an 
extremity of P as one of its sides. An order-2 source can have zero (e.g., Szo and 
&,), one (S,,), or two (S,,) extremities in its perimeter. Order-2a sources have 
their dent line sides opposite, while in order-2b sources the dent line sides meet at 
right angles. A west (north, etc.) source is a source with a west (north, etc.) 
extremity in its perimeter. The following theorem shows the importance of source 
regions to the covering problem. 
THEOREM 2.2. If C is a set of MCPs that includes every source region of some 
SOP P, then C covers every region of P. 
(In other words, to cover P with MCPs it is sufficient to cover the sources of P.) 
ProoJ By applying Lemma 2.6 inductively, it is clear that, whenever there is a 
directed path from rl to r2 in the region DAG, every MCP that includes r, also 
includes rz. The theorem now easily follows from the observation that every region 
is either a source or is reachable by a directed path from a source. (In fact, this is 
why we defined sources as we did.) m 
Two sources can belong to the same MCP if they are OV (i.e., if some point in 
one is OV from some point in the other). The source graph for P is an undirected 
graph whose nodes are the sources of P, and which has edge (sl, sJ iff S, : s2. (See 
’ See Figs. 11 and 12 for examples of how sources are defined in cases of coincident dent lines. Since 
a source is below every dent line in its perimeter, a point or line region can never be a source unless 
the line is formed by two edges in the perimeter of the given polygon. 
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FIG. 15. Source visibility graph. 
Fig. 15.) For class 0, 1, 2, and 3 polygons with n edges, there can be at most O(n) 
sources, and the source graph will have at most 0(n2) edges. Class 4 polygons can 
have s2(n2) sources, however, and their source graphs can have Q(n”) edges. A 
clique in the source graph represents a set of mutually visible regions, and no MCP 
can include two sources that are not connected by an edge. Therefore, the polygon 
covering problem can be solved by finding a cover of the nodes of the source graph 
by a minimum number of cliques. Unfortunately, this latter problem is NP-hard for 
arbitrary graphs. Fortunately, however, the source graphs for class 2 polygons are 
“nearly” bipartite, and the algorithms in the next two sections take advantage of 
this property to achieve polynomial running times. They work by “matching” OV 
sources to construct MCPs. 
The dent diagram for any n-edge SOP can be constructed in O(n’) time. There 
are at most O(n) dent lines, which implies at most O(n2) intersections, and these 
can be determined by checking each dent line against all the orthogonal edges and 
dent lines. The region DAG can be constructed at the same time as the dent 
diagram, by noting the direction of the arc between two regions as the segment of 
the dent line between them is being traversed. 
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For class 0 and 1 SOPS, there are no edges in the source graph. For class 2a, the 
source graph can be constructed in U(n’) time. For each west (or order-2) source 
W, determine in O(n) time the northernmost east (or order-2) source which is OV 
to it by finding the northernmost staircase path from the source. Likewise, deter- 
mine the southernmost OV source. It is easy to prove that all east (or order-2) 
sources between those extremes are also OV to W, and thus all the edges in the 
source graph incident with W can be determined in O(n) time. Since there are O(n) 
sources, all edges can be found in O(n*) time. This is optimal since there can be 
Q(n*) edges in the source graph. In any case, any two sources can be tested for 
visibility in a single traversal of the perimeter of the polygon. Thus in classes 2b and 
3, where there are O(n) sources, the source graph can be constructed in time O(n’). 
In class 4 there can be Q(n*) sources, so finding the source graph can be done in 
time O(n’). Both of these are within a factor of n of being optimal. 
3. FAST ALGORITHMS FOR CLASS 2a POLYGONS 
In this section we give algorithms for computing the minimal cover in class 2a, 
that is, for horizontally convex polygons. Our first algorithm is O(n*) in the worst 
case, which matches the complexity of Keil’s [6] algorithm. After proving this 
algorithm is correct, we show how the underlying ideas can be improved to yield 
an O(n) algorithm for counting the number of polygons in the minimal cover. 
In horizontally convex polygons there is a natural tendency to think of the east 
and west sides of the polygons; that is, we define the east side of the polygon to 
consist of those edges starting with the northernmost edge and proceeding clockwise 
through the southernmost edge. East sources are those sources which are bounded 
by east side edges and a dent line. If two sources are OV, we say they can be 
matched; that is, a single convex polygon can cover them both. Note that east sour- 
ces can only match west sources or order-2 sources, and only in the latter case can 
more than 2 sources be mutually matched. Of the order-2 sources, those which are 
located below (i.e., to the east of) the north extension of the east dent line defining 
one of their boundaries can match east sources to the north of them and west sources 
to the south. We say that such a source is on the north of the east dent. Note 
that such sources are south of the defining west dent. Similar observations and 
definitions apply to the west side of the polygon. 
The fundamental observation that makes the algorithms in this section work is 
that we can obtain an optimal covering by using a greedy method of matching pairs 
of sources in a north to south (or equivalently south to north) manner. We first 
present a simple algorithm based on this observation, then prove it correct. Then 
we give the improved counting algorithm. 
3.1. An O(n”) Covering Algorithm 
In this algorithm, we maintain a pair of stacks of sources, one for the west sour- 
ces and one for the east. Order-2 sources are divided between the stacks, depending 
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on whether they are on the north of an east dent or the north of a west dent. The 
algorithm can be stated as follows: 
1. Construct the region DAG. 
2. Proceeding down the east side do: 
(a) Push all east sources on the stack in the order encountered. 
(b) For each order-2 source which is on the north of an east dent do 
i. if it is possible to match it with the top source on the stack, 
indicate this, and pop that source from the stack. 
ii. Push the order-2 source on the stack. 
3. In a like manner, proceedipg down the west side, build a stack of west 
sources, and those order-2 sources which are on the north of west dents. 
4. While the stacks are not empty do 
If the top pair of items on the stacks can be matched, then pop them 
from their respective stacks and create the covering polygon for these two 
sources and any others matched to them. 
Otherwise, pop the stack with the more southerly source and create a 
covering polygon for it. 
3.2. Running Time 
As previously sated, creating the region DAG for class 2a polygons can be done 
in 0(n2) time. In total, each source will be pushed and popped from a stack at most 
once, and since there are O(n) sources, the total stack operations will be O(n). 
Determining visibility will take at most O(n) time, and since each test is followed 
by one or more stack operations, the total time spent in such tests is O(n’). 
Creating each covering polygon will require at most O(n) time. Since we already 
have the region DAG, we need only form the boundary of the regions which are 
coverable from the sources in the matched set. We find the northernmost region 
visible from both the east most source and the west most source of the matched set. 
We then follow the westernmost path from the west source to this region, and the 
east boundary from the east source. Similarly, we form the boundary to the 
southernmost visible region. Since there are at most O(n) regions (and edges) in 
the dent diagrams for class 2a polygons, as there are no intersecting dent lines, 
this requires O(n) time. Since there are O(n) covering polygons, the total time for 
creating all of them, and thus for the entire algorithm, is 0(n2). 
3.3. Correctness of the Algorithm for Class 2a 
This algorithm pairs the sources from the south of the polygon working 
northwards. In showing correctness, we have three aspects to consider. First, we 
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must ensure that it is possible to construct orthogonally convex polygons which 
cover all the sources which have been indicated to match in each case. In the case 
where there is only one source, this is trivial. 
For two sources, correctness follows from the fact that we only pair sources if we 
have checked that there is a staircase path between them. In the event that an 
order-2 source is pushed on the stack, and then later matched with a third (or 
fourth, fifth, . ..) source, we must ensure that each of these later additions can in fact 
also be combined with the preceding sources in the set. 
We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf a, b, c are sources, with b being order-2, and a being to the west 
of b and c being to the east of b, and a : b and b : c, then a : c. 
Proof We observe that the conditions imply either a > b > c or a -C b < c, 
otherwise we must have either a north or south dent, which violates the polygon 
type. (> means “north of”). The proof is then immediate since we have the 
concatenation of two staircases of the same orientation. 1 
Since step 4 only matches pairs, multiple matches can only occur when one or 
both of these are order-2 sources previously matched in step 2 or 3. It is easily 
verified that such matches satisfy the properties of the lemma. 
Second, we must concern ourselves with whether all the regions of the polygon 
are being properly covered. All sources must border either the east or west side (or 
both) of the polygon, since there are no north or south dents. Thus, the algorithm 
must cover all the sources. It then follows from Theorem 2.2 that all regions are 
covered. 
Third, we must show that this process leads to a minimal covering. We need the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf a,, 6, are east sources, and a,,,, b, are west sources, with up north 
of b, and a, north of b, in the polygon, then if a, : b, and b, : a,,, then a, : a, and 
b, : b,. 
Proof. The given conditions imply that there exists a staircase path from a, to 
b, and from b, to a,, and that due to the prescribed ordering, these paths must 
cross. (See Fig. 16.) There are four cases deriving from the relative north to south 
orders that are permitted amongst the four sources under the given conditions. 
Suppose b, > b,. Then, since there are no vertical barriers, i.e., dents, there is a 
straight path from b, to the staircase path from b, to a,,,. But this, together with 
the staircase path from the intersection point to b,, is a staircase path from b, to 
b,. Thus, b, : b,. If b,> b,, then we reverse the above argument The other two 
cases are for a, and a, and the proof is similar. 1 
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FIG. 16. Crossing argument+lass 2a. 
LEMMA 3.3. If a, and b, are east sources and a, is a west source, with 
a,>b,>a,, then ifa,:a, thena,:b,. 
Proof: The proof of this lemma is very similar to the argument above. The stair- 
case from b, to a, goes directly west from b, to intersect the staircase from a, to 
a ,,,, and then follows that staircase to a,. 1 
Thus, if there is a covering of four order-l sources b,y two polygons which cross, 
then there is an equivalent covering in which the polygons do not cross. Also, if a 
source cannot match another source to its north on the other side, then it cannot 
match any source north of that source, either. We can easily see that the lemmas 
apply equally if some of the sources are order-2. This implies that we can obtain 
an optimal covering by matching sources from south to north, and this is what the 
stacking algorithm does. In particular, popping the stack with the more southerly 
source in step 4 of the algorithm does not cause any potential matches to be missed. 
Recall that an order-2 source which is on the north of an east dent can only 
match with east sources north of it, and with west sources south of it. Also, it can 
only match other order-2 sources which are also on the north of east dents, 
although between any two such matchable order-2 sources, it is easily seen that 
there must be at least one east source. Symmetric arguments pertain to the order-2 
sources on the north of west dents. 
Since the algorithm, in step 2, only matches an order-2 source with the top item 
of the stack before inserting it into the stack, all such matches are in fact south to 
north. The same is true for matches made in step 3. In step 4, pairing the top items 
on the stack is also south to north matching. Thus, we obtain an optimal covering. 
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3.4. An O(n) Algorithm to Count a Minimal Cover for Class 2a 
In the previous algorithm, there are three points which contribute to the 
quadratic time behavior. First is the creation of the region DAG. Second is the time 
required to do visibility tests. Third is the time used to generate the covering 
polygons. 
In this section we present an algorithm which does not generate an explicit 
region DAG. Second, we show that the necessary visibility tests can be performed 
in total time O(n), by in essence doing them incrementally. Finally, we modify the 
algorithm so that it only counts the number of polygons in the optimal cover, 
thereby eliminating the cost of generating the covering polygons. 
3.4.1. Overview 
We keep two pairs of indicators, one pair for the west side of the polygon (L and 
Lf) and one for the east (R and Rf). L and R are started at the ends of the 
northernmost edge, and moved southward along the respective sides in step. We 
implicitly match sources in a greedy fashion from north to south. 
This algorithm does not identify sources explicitly, but rather identifies those 
points located at the southern end of a dent, which we refer to as the bottom of the 
dent. Two bottoms, one on the east and one on the west, are said to be OV if and 
only if the two sources closest to these dents on the north are OV. This is 
reasonable, since there are no north or south dents. We do not consider the bot- 
toms of the dents to be OV if the west dent is east of the east dent. Thus, matching 
these bottoms in a north to south manner is equivalent to matching the associated 
sources. Initially, L is moved to the first bottom on the west and R is moved to the 
first bottom on the east. See for example, Fig. 17. 
If a west dent ( W) is east and north of an east dent (E), then no point southeast 
of the east dent is OV to any point northwest of the west dent. If the dent line that 
extends south from W intersects the east side of the polygon, then we call W an 
overhang from the west. Or equivalently, if E is the first east dent south of that 
intersection point, we say W overhangs E. Figure 17 shows overhanging dents 
marked by 02, Oj, and 0,. Note that 0, is in fact not an overhang point, since 
there is no east dent under it. As explained later, the algorithm temporarily con- 
siders it to be a potential overhang point, and this is the reason for its label. Of 
course, there is the symmetric case when an east dent overhangs a west dent. These 
overhangs have two effects; first, they create the order-2 sources, and second, they 
can prevent east sources from matching west sources. Or in terms of the bottom 
points, they prevent some pairs of bottoms from being OV. 
Lf and R, are forward indicators that are used to search for possible overhangs 
between L and R. When checking whether two sources defined by dents L and R 
can be matched, it is necessary to check whether there are any intervening dents 
that would prevent this match. Figure 17 shows such a case, where R is south of 
L. In this case, the algorithm uses Lf to scan ahead and build a double ended queue 
(dequeue) of potential overhang points, until Lf is south of R. Each dent is poten- 
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FIG. 17. Illustration for the class 2a algorithm. 
tially an overhang point when first encountered by L,. By comparing each one to 
the current front of the dequeue, it can be determined if the front item cannot be 
an overhang point because the new bottom is to the east of it. Note that although 
0, is not an overhang point, it is potentially one as far as the algorithm is con- 
cerned, until R is advanced far enough to be sure no further east dents intersect the 
line dropped from O1; that is, until R is south of L,. Thus, O1 will be placed on 
the dequeue until L, is advanced again, when Lf will replace it as the next (poten- 
tial) overhang. 
We can now determine which of the west dent bottoms cannot be matched to R 
in a single forward sweep of L. If any point overhangs R, then the point at the tail 
of the dequeue does. Thus, as each bottom is encountered, it can be determined 
whether that point is OV to R. The points are removed from the tail of the dequeue 
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as L passes them. As soon as L reaches a point that can be matched to R, then R 
is advanced to the next bottom on the east side. This may require extending the 
dequeue, but L, will only be required to move forward, never backward. 
If L passes R, then the roles of R and L are switched. 
3.42. Algorithm 
The following is a more detailed description of the algorithm. We let S be the 
y-coordinate of the southernmost edge. L, Lf, R, and Rf are points that consist of 
an x and y coordinate, referenced by L .x etc. The y-coordinate increases to the 
north and the x-coordinate increases to the east. Thus, L x > R . x means L is to 
the east of R. 
PROCEDURE Cover HC. 
L := west end of northernmost edge; 
R := east end of northernmost edge; 
Lf:=L; 
Rf := R; 
count : = 0; 
Make Empry( 
Make Emply( {start with empty dequeues} 
while L.y#SorR.y#Sdo 
whileL~y>R.yand(L.y#SorR.y#S)do 
Advance West Queue; 
whileR,y>Lf.yandL.y>Lf.ydo 
while NotEmpty and Lust(Qw) x > R. x do 
if L = Lmt(Qw) then RemoveLast endIf; 
count : = count + 1; 
L := NextBottom(L, w) 
endwhile; 
if NorEmpty then 
count := count + 1; 
if L = Laast( Qw) then RemoveLast endIf; 
L := NextBoftom(L, w); 
R := NextBottom(R, e) 
endIf 
edchzly(Qw) then L ‘y < R .y} 
endwhile; 
whileL.y<R.ydo 
AdvanceEastQueue; 
-Code Symmetric to the above- 
endWhile 
endWhile 
end 
The algorithm for advancing the west dequeue of potential overhangs follows. 
A symmetric algorithm would extend the east dequeue when required. 
511/39/2-s 
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PROCEDURE Advance WestQueue. 
{Find Potential Overhangs} 
ifLf.y>L.ythenLf:=LendIf; 
wbileLf.y>R.ydo 
while NotEmpty and Lf. x > Front(Qw) .x do 
RemoveFronr( Qw) 
endwhile; 
InsertFront(Lf, Qw); 
Lf := NextBottom(Lf; w) 
endwhile 
end 
The function NextBottom finds the southern end of the next dent line on the 
indicated side, or the end of the southern extremity, if there are no more dents. 
We see that each point is traversed at most twice, once by L and once by L, on 
the west, and similarly on the east by R and RF Each item is added to the dequeue 
at most once, and every comparison after a move of L, to the front of the dequeue 
results in either an item added or deleted. Since these operations are O(1) each, it 
follows that the algorithm runs in O(n) time. 
In Fig. 17 we have labeled the points where the lines dropped from the overhang 
points intersect the east side. These points, called the drop points, are labeled D,, 
D,, and D,. Note that D, is not a drop point. The points to the north and west 
of L are not OV to any point south of 0, and west of D, because of the dent at 
FIG. 18. A family of class 2a polygons with covering number Q(n) and where each MCP has Q(n) 
edges. 
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0,. Thus, D, is the farthest point on the east side that can be paired with L. 
Similarly, it is also the farthest point that can pair with the dent bottom between 
L and 0, and the farthest point that can pair with O4 itself. Similarly, O3 and the 
dent bottom north of it will pair with D3, the bottom north of 0, will pair with 
R, and O2 with D,. Thus, by listing these pairs (in O(n) time), we can give some 
indication of the polygons in an optimal covering. Nevertheless, Fig. 18 is an exam- 
ple of a polygon with n edges, where the covering number is Q(n), and where each 
polygon in an optimal covering has Q(n) edges. Thus Q(n*) time is required to list 
all of the edges (or vertices) of the polygons in an optimal covering. 
It is interesting to note that the pairs of points described above can be seen as 
a description of a minimum cardinality orthogonally convex partition of the given 
polygon, as well as a minimum cardinality MCP cover. The partition is obtained 
by cutting the given polygon along any set of staircases that connect the points in 
each of the pairs, as long as no two staircases cross. This is always possible, for 
example, by taking the set of all southernmost staircases between the given pairs of 
points. 
4. COVERING CLASS 2b POLYGONS 
We now give an algorithm for determining the size of a minimal cover for class 
2b polygons, that is those with only east and south dents. This algorithms uses 
O(n) time, and we show how to modify it to optimally produce a minimal cover in 
0(n2) time. 
4.1. Algorithm to Find the Dent Line Intersections on the Boundary 
First, we must determine where each of the dent lines intersects the boundary. 
We make two traversals of the polygon, one in a clockwise direction which deter- 
mines the intersection points of the forward dent lines, then in the reverse direction 
to determine the intersection of the backwards dent lines. 
1. (Determine the intersection points of the forward dent lines} 
Starting with the northernmost edge of the polygon, proceed around the 
perimeter in a clockwise direction and do for each case as encountered 
below: 
(a) If an east dent is detected, push the east-coordinate on the east stack 
and mark the point in the boundary as a dent intersection. 
(b) If a south dent is detected, push the south-coordinate on the south 
stack. 
571139/2-S* 
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(c) If a move west would equal or pass the east-coordinate on the top of 
the east stack, then 
i. Insert the intersection point into the boundary. 
ii. Pop the coordinate from the east stack. 
(d) If a move north would equal or pass the south-coordinate on the top 
of the south stack, then 
i. Insert the intersection point into the boundary. 
ii. Pop the coordinate from the south stack. 
2. {Find the intersection points of the backwards dent lines} 
Starting with the westernmost edge of the polygon, proceed around the 
perimeter in a counterclockwise direction and do each case as encountered 
as in the previous step. 
To see that the intersections are reported correctly, we consider the case of 
forward east dent lines. All other cases are similar. The algorithm concludes that the 
line intersects the boundary at the first point it equals or passes the coordinate 
while traveling west in its clockwise traversal. We note that this point must be 
south of the origin of the dent line. Otherwise we would have to move east, north, 
and finally west, which would form a west dent. But in class 2b there are no west 
dents. If in fact this is not the point where the dent line intersects the boundary, 
then there must be some sequence of edges which cross and recross (or meet and 
then leave) the east coordinate from the west. Again, this would form a west dent. 
Finally, we need to be sure that the stack allows access to the coordinates in proper 
order. This follows since all east dent lines are parallel. Thus, they are visited in 
LIFO order as we travel from east to west. 
Clearly, the algorithm requires O(n) time. 
4.2. An O(n) Counting Algorithm for Class 2b Polygons 
The counting algorithm can now use these intersection points to determine the 
location of the sources. When a sequence of two intersections is encountered during 
a traversal with the intervening portion of the boundary below both of the corre- 
sponding dents, then that portion is part of the boundary of a source. Furthermore, 
the complete boundary of the source is immediately available since the remainder 
of the boundary of the source consists only of the dent line(s) from the intersection 
points. Thus, a given source can be completely specified when encountered during 
a traversal in 0( 1) time. 
To complete the. counting algorithm, we must determine an optimal matching of 
sources. We use a stack to store potentially matchable east and order-2 sources. 
Starting at the north extremity, we traverse the perimeter of the polygon clockwise. 
Whenever an east source is encountered, it is pushed onto the stack. When an 
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order-2 source is encountered, it either replaces the source on top of the stack (if 
the two are OV), or gets pushed on top. When a south source is encountered, it 
causes the stack to be popped if it is OV to the source on top of the stack. When- 
ever we move north to a horizontal dent line, all sources on the stack and south 
of that line are flushed from the stack. We create one covering polygon for each 
south source, plus one for each source that gets flushed or remains on the stack 
when the clockwise traversal is completed. 
To determine visibility in 0( 1) time, extra information is also retained. This is 
stored in a second stack, called the flag stack. The idea is based on the following 
simple observation. Whenever we move east from a forward vertical dent line, 
everything on the source stack becomes invisible. New items may be added later 
which are visible. When we move west to a forward vertical dent line, the corre- 
sponding visibility restriction is lifted. The flag stack simply indicates the corre- 
sponding source on the top of the source stack when the flag was added. The flags 
are pushed on the stack when moving east from a forward vertical dent line. The 
flags are popped when the other end of the dent line is encountered. The top source 
on the stack is visible if and only if it is not the source flagged by the top of the 
flag stack. 
1. Find the sources, 
2. Starting with the northernmost edge of the polygon, proceed around the 
perimeter in a clockwise direction and do for each case as encountered 
below: 
(a) If an east source is encountered, push it onto the source stack. 
(b) If an order-2 source is encountered, then: 
i. If the top of the source stack is not equal to the top of the flag 
stack, pop the source stack. 
ii. Push the order-2 source onto the source stack. 
(c) If a south source is encountered, then: 
i. If the top of the source stack is not equal to the top of the flag 
stack, pop the source stack. 
ii. Add one to the covering number. 
(d) If a move is made northward to a horizontal dent line, then pop 
every source from the source stack which is south of the dent line and 
add one to the covering number for each. 
(e) If a move is made east from a forward dent line, push a copy of the 
top source of the source stack onto the flag stack. 
(f) If a move is made west to a forward dent line, pop the top item of 
the flag stack. 
3. When we have completed the circuit, add one to the covering number for 
each source remaining on the source stack. 
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As shown above, the first step, finding the sources, can be done in O(n) time. 
Each of the cases for step 2 now require O( 1) time (with the exception of (d). The 
total stack operations are limited by the number of sources, of which there are O(n) 
and, since every case takes one or more stack operations, the total time (including 
case (d)) is O(n). Step 3 is clearly O(n) and so then is the algorithm. 
4.3. Correctness 
In showing correctness, we have three aspects to consider. First, we must ensure 
that for each set of matched sources, it is possible to construct an orthogonally 
convex polygon that covers all the sources in the set. In the case where there is only 
one source, this is trivial. 
For two sources, we must ensure that these sources are visible. The observation 
in the previous section ensures this. In the event that an order-2 source is pushed 
on the stack, and then later matched with a third (or fourth, fifth, . ..) source, we 
must ensure that each of these later additions can in fact also be combined with the 
preceding sources in the set. 
We need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. In any class 2b polygon, if two sources are OV, there is a staircase 
tending northeastward from one of them to the other. 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf a, b, and c are sources such that b is order-2, a is to the southwest 
of b, b is to the southwest of c, a : b, and b : c, then a : c. 
ProoJ: The proof is immediate since we have the concatenation of two staircases 
of the same orientation, by Lemma 4.1. 1 
This lemma is enough to ensure that we can cover all the sources of a set with 
a single convex polygon, when three or more sources are placed in one set by the 
algorithm. 
Second, we must concern ourselves with whether all the regions of the polygon 
can be properly covered by the set of polygons indicated. Since there are only two 
orientations of dent lines, it follows that 
LEMMA 4.3. In class 2b polygons, all sources have at least the east and south sides 
bounded by edges from the polygon. 
It then follows from Theorem 2.2 that we can cover every region, since we must 
encounter every source during the traversal. 
The third thing we must show is that this process leads to a minimal covering. 
We need the following lemmas. We will refer to sources as south matches when the 
staircase path to a matching source leaves the source over a south dent line, and 
as east matches when the path enters over an east dent line. Note that the algorithm 
first treats order-2 sources as south matches, then later as east matches. 
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LEMMA 4.4. In a clockwise traversal from the northernmost edge of a class 2b 
polygon, south matches can only match with east matches that have already been 
encountered. 
Proof A south match can only match with something to the northeast by 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose our claim is false, and consider the loop formed by the 
sequence of edges from the boundary following the south match and completed by 
the staircase path. The clockwise traversal of the polygon must move south along 
the east boundary edge of the proposed east match. Since the loop is closed, then 
the clockwise traversal must move north again to reach the northernmost edge, and 
to remain on the outside of the loop, it must first move east. But this constitutes 
a north dent, of which there are none. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. During the execution of the algorithm, tf a south match is encoun- 
tered that cannot match the top item on the stack, then it cannot match any east 
match not already matched to a south source. 
Proof First we prove that it can only match something on the stack, excluding 
east matches already matched. By Lemma 4.4, it can only match something already 
encountered. By steps 2 case (a) and (bii) all east matches are placed on the stack 
when encountered. The only items removed from the stack are when they are 
matched, cases (b.i) and (c.i), and those removed by case (d). But to reach a south 
match after a northward move requires passing over a south dent. Thus the sources 
removed by case (d) are not reachable from any subsequent south match. Thus, 
only items on the stack can match the south match under the stated conditions. 
It is easy to verify that the sources on the stack occur in a north to south order 
from bottom to top, since northward moves remove intervening sources by case (d). 
Therefore, all other sources on the stack are north of the top source, and the stack 
contains only east matches that are north of any previously encountered south 
sources. Thus if the top item on the stack cannot be matched to the south match, 
then there must be an east dent between the two sources. But then to reach any 
source on the stack from the south match requires at least one westward step to 
pass the intervening east dent, and thus there can be no northeast staircase to any 
such source. 1 
We now see that we only need to check the top item to see if there is a suitable 
match, and this the algorithm does. However, we now need to guarantee that 
matching with the top item yields a minimal matching. 
LEMMA 4.6. Zf a,, 6, are east sources, and a,, b, are south sources, with up north 
of 6, and a, to the west of b, in the polygon, then if a, : b, and b, : a, with crossing 
staircase paths, then a s : a, and b, : b,. This also applies tf some of the sources are 
order-2. 
Proof The given conditions state that there exists a staircase path from a, to b, 
and from b, to a,, and that these paths must cross. (See Fig. 19.) Since both of 
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FIG. 19. Crossing argument-lass 2b. 
these staircases have the same orientation, it follows that either of the east sources 
in this set is reachable by a staircase path from either of the south sources in the 
set. 1 
LEMMA 4.1. The algorithm attains a minimal set of matching sources. 
Proof: From the previous lemmas, we need only ensure that at each step, 
matching a south match with the top item of the stack is an optimal matching. The 
proof then follows by induction. 
Since only items on the stack are eligible for matching the south match, the only 
remaining feasible matchings for this south match are sources on the stack that are 
not the top. As before, such sources must be north of the source on the top of the 
stack. 
Suppose such a match reduces the number of covering polygons required. Then 
the top source on the stack must later be matched to a south match not yet encoun- 
tered. Otherwise, a new covering polygon would be required, and the number 
would not be reduced. It follows that these two matches must cross. But Lemma 4.6 
shows that if two covering polygons cross, then there exists an uncrossed pair of 
polygons covering the same set of sources. Thus, the number cannot be reduced. 1 
4.4. Producing the Cover for Class 2b 
We describe the generation of the covering polygons informally. This algorithm 
takes O(n’) time, which is optimal. The lower bound comes from the family of 
polygons in Fig. 20. 
If we wish to produce an actual cover, we first modify the algorithm so that the 
first step produces the region DAG. This can easily be done in O(n*) time, and it 
gives us the information we need to complete the covering polygons given the set 
of sources in them. 
Any convex polygon is bounded by four staircase sides. We describe how to use 
the region DAG to produce each of these four sides. 
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FIG. 20. A family of class 2b polygons with covering number Q(n) and where each MCP has Q(n) 
edges. 
To create the southeast staircase boundary of one of the polygons, we first order 
the sources in the set from north to south. We then start at the northeast corner 
of the south source and trace a path to the east and north to the next source, called 
the target source, obeying the following two rules: 
1. Move east whenever possible, except never cross a dent line for an east 
dent that is north of the current position but south of the target source. 
2. If you cannot move east, move north. 
Rule (1) ensures that we never get under a dent that would prevent us from 
reaching the target source. We eventually reach the target source, since it is OV. We 
then extend the boundary to each of the other sources. If the southernmost source 
of the set is an order-2 source, the region above the unmatched east dent line may 
extend to the south of the source. If so, the southeast boundary is extended to 
include it. A similar remark applies to the northernmost source. Given a dent 
diagram, this clearly takes O(n) time. 
To complete the polygon, we want the union of all the regions that can be 
covered from the set of matched sources. Note there could be O(n’) such regions 
in class 2b. However, the outer boundary of the union can have at most O(n) edges. 
Starting from the north corner of the southeast staircase, we compute the northwest 
staircase bounding the northeast side of the polygon by moving north whenever 
possible. This staircase ends when we are forced to move south. The terminating 
point will be on the northwest boundary of the polygon, since there are no north 
dents. 
Similarly, we compute the northwest staircase bounding the southwest side of the 
polygon. This will also terminate on the boundary. We then follow the boundary 
between the two points. It is easy to verify, since it is north and east, that this 
portion of the path cannot contain any dents, either. Since we only follow the 
boundary of the regions, we accomplish the construction in O(n) time. 
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Since the algorithm computes O(n) covering polygons, with each taking O(n) 
time, the total time is O(n’). 
5. THE METHOD BASED ON SIGNATURES 
The “matching” techniques of the previous sections cannot be easily extended to 
give efficient algorithms for class 3 and 4 polygons, because 3- and 4-way matching 
is required, rather than the E-W or E-S matchings that arise in the class 2 cases. 
In this section, we describe a new approach, based on the concept of signatures. We 
can prove that the algorithm runs in polynomial time for any polygon whose dent 
lines do not intersect, and we conjecture that it can be made to work in polynomial 
time for all polygons. 
5.1. Overview 
The obvious way to find an optimal covering for a given polygon is to consider 
all possible (MCP-)coverings and choose one of minimum cardinality. But there are 
polygons (such as the family in Fig. 8) with exponentially many (MCP-)coverings, 
and even exponentially many different optimal coverings. Our method works by 
considering coverings for parts of the given polygon, in an incremental fashion, 
until we have considered all potentially optimal coverings of the entire polygon. 
Along the way, by recognizing “equivalent” coverings, we are often able to consider 
exponentially many possibilities while doing only a polynomial amount, of work. 
The key concept is that of the “signature” of a covering of a sub-polygon of the 
given polygon. 
Recall that the pair of dent lines associated with a dent subdivides the given 
polygon P into three zones (Fig. 9). If we consider one dent line at a time, two 
sub-polygons are generated. In Fig. 9, for example, one of the dent lines separates 
P into B, and A u B,, while the other generates B, and A u B,. In other words, a 
sub-polygon is a collection of regions whose perimeter is made up of polygon edges 
plus one dent line. (We also consider P itself to be a sub-polygon.) The class of sub- 
polygons (considered as sets of regions) is partially ordered by E. That is, if A and 
A’ are sub-polygons, A <A’ if every region in A is included in A’. We say that A 
precedes A’ (A < A’) if A < A’ and A # A’, and A immediately precedes A’ (A < A’) 
if A < A’ but there is no B such that A c B < A’. A precedence set for A is a maximal 
set of disjoint immediate predecessors of A. That is, {B1,..., Bk} is a precedence set 
for A if (1) B,< A, 1 < i < k (immediate)*; (2) Bin Bj = 0, 1 < i cj< k (disjoint); 
and (3) if C < A, then C n Bi # 0 for some 1~ i < k (maximal). A strategy tree for 
polygon P is a rooted tree whose nodes are sub-polygons such that (1) the root is 
P; (2) each leaf is a minimal element under the partial order < ; and (3) for each 
interior node A, the children of A form a precedence set for A. 
* When dent lines intersect, the situation is complicated somewhat, and this condition must be relaxed. 
What is needed is that (A - U B,) must be HC or VC. 
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To find the covering number (and an optimal covering) of P, we consider .a11 
possible coverings for each sub-polygon in a strategy tree, working from the leaves 
toward the root. At each node A, the possible coverings of A are determined in a 
straightforward manner from the coverings of the children of A. Since the number 
of coverings of A could be exponential in the number of edges in A’s perimeter, we 
cannot actually construct them all. We instead consider equivalence classes (to be 
defined later). The “signature” of a covering is a list of numbers that characterizes 
its equivalence class. The set of all possible signatures of A can be determined from 
the sets of signatures of its children, and the covering number of P is easily 
recovered from its set of signatures. By keeping track of one representative covering 
from the equivalence class associated with each signature, we can also find an 
optimal covering. 
5.2. Signatures 
In Fig. 21, sub-polygon A is to the west of dent line 1. The restriction of a cover- 
ing of P to A is obtained by deleting all covering polygons with a null intersection 
with A and truncating those that extend outside of A at the perimeter of A. In a 
cover of A, some of the covering polygons could be expanded across 1, and others 
cannot be expanded without losing their orthogonal convexity. Two of these 
polygons are equivalent if they have the same set of possible extensions across 1. For 
the purpose of optimally covering P, two equivalent polygons (in the restriction to 
A of an optimal cover of P) are interchangeable; exchanging the extension of one 
for the other leads to a different covering of P, but the new covering has the same 
cardinality as the original. What really matters, then, is the number of covering 
polygons in each equivalence class, and not the covering polygons themselves. 
What makes this observation useful is the fact that the number of equivalence 
classes is typically quite small, even when A has many different covers. 
FIG. 21. Covering polygon extensions. 
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Since a maximal (orthogonally convex) covering polygon is completely deter- 
mined by its four extremities, the possible extensions across 1 of an orthogonal 
polygon Q in A are determined by the relationships between I and the extremities 
of Q. We first observe that Q can only be extended beyond 1 if its east extremity 
is (at least part of) 1. Thus one of our equivalence classes is the class of covering 
polygons for A whose east extremities do not lie in line I (e.g., Q1 in Fig. 21). If the 
east extremity of Q does lie in I, then the possible ways that Q can be expanded 
across I are determined by the way the north and south extremities of Q intersect 
1. Consider Q2 in Fig. 21, for example. The north extremity n, of Q2 does not meet 
1, so no extension of Q2 east of I can cover any portion of (P - A) north of line I,, 
the dent line that intersects I at point pi, which is the north end of e2, the east 
extremity of Q2. On the other hand, the south extremity s2 of Qz does intersect 1, 
at point p2. Therefore, when Q2 is extended across 1, it can be extended south of 
point p2, so that its new south extremity could become s; or s; (but not both). 
That is, the polygon with extremities w2, n2, e;, and s; (or s;I) is orthogonally 
convex and includes all of Q2. Since the edges of maximal covering polygons are 
all edges of P or dent lines, the possible points p where north and south extremities 
of Q could intersect I are limited to the endpoints of I and intersection points 
between 1 and dent lines perpendicular to 1 (such as I, in Fig. 21). 
More generally, let P be a SOP, let A be a sub-polygon of P, and let 1 be the 
dent line that defines A. Let C be a covering of the sources in A by OC polygons 
whose edges all coincide with sides of P or dent lines. Then the polygons in C can 
be classified according to the relationships between their extremities and 1. In the 
case where no other dent lines intersect 1, there are five categories: 
1. Polygons with (part of) an extremity e coincident with 1 (4 categories) 
(a) Polygons with two other extremities e’ and e” that have endpoints at 
the ends of 1 
(b) Polygons with one other extremity e’ that has an endpoint at the tail 
of I 
(c) Polygons with one other extremity e” that has an endpoint at the 
head of I 
(d) Polygons with no other extremities that intersect 1 
2. Polygons that do not have (part of) an extremity coincident with 1. 
If I is crossed by any dent lines, the number of possible categories increases, since 
an extremity of a covering polygon can meet I at any one of these intersection 
points (in addition to the endponts of l)., If I is crossed by k - 1 dent lines, then an 
upper bound on the number of possible categories is m = 2k2 + 2k + 1. The 
signature of C is the m-vector S,= (n,, . . . . n,), where nj is the number of polygons 
in C that are in category j. The critical observation is that the signature captures 
all of the information that is needed to optimally extend C to cover the rest of P. 
This is formalized in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let A be a sub-polygon of SOP P, and let C and C’ be two coverings 
of A with the same signature. Zf C is the restriction to A of an optimal covering of 
P, then there is an optimal covering of P whose restriction to A is C’. 
The proof of this lemma, and the key to understanding the algorithm below is 
based on the observation that all of the nj polygons in C of category j are equiv- 
alent in terms of extensibility. Each of them can be extended to cover exactly the 
same sets of regions in (P - A). 
Even though P might have exponentially many optimal MCP-covers, these 
covers have at most O(nm) different signatures. When k is bounded by a constant 
(e.g., when k = l), this number is a polynomial in n. (Figure 8 is an example of a 
SOP with exponentially many optimal MCP-covers and no intersecting dent lines.) 
We define cYA, the signature set for A, to be the set of all signatures of OC-covers 
of the sources in A. 
5.3. Algorithm 
To compute the covering number of P, we compute 9” for every sub-polygon A 
in a strategy tree for P. If A is a leaf, this is easy, since A contains no dents. If A 
is not a leaf, 9” is computed from .yk,, . . . . 9& the signature sets for the children of 
A. Because of the various difficulties introduced by intersecting dent lines, we 
describe the algorithm for the case when k = 1 (i.e., no dent lines cross 1). We con- 
jecture that it can be extended to the case when k > 1. Figure 22 is an example of 
a class 4 polygon that can be covered by this algorithm. Figure 23 shows how the 
propagation of signature sets from children to their parent can be accomplished. In 
this example, we have already computed 9”, , . . . . P”,, and we wish to find ya, where 
A=A,u . ..uA.uR. 
FIG. 22. The Scycle’. 
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FIG. 23. Propagation of signatures. 
With respect to any region R,we can classify the OC polygons in any collection 
C into 17 categories. The first 16 categories are for polygons that include R. They 
are indexed by 4-bit binary sequences where the 4-bit positions correspond to the 
compass directions: N, E, S, and W. A 1 in position d (dE {N, E, S, W}) means 
that the d extremity of a polygon in that category includes the d extremity of R; a 
0 means the extremity is outside of R. For example, a polygon in C belongs to 
category 1001 if its north and west extremities include the nort and west extremities 
of R and its east and south extremities are east and south (respectively) of the east 
and south extremities of R. The 17th category is for polygons in C that do not 
include R. Note that category 17 is different from category 0000. Both are for 
polygons whose extremities are disjoint from the extremities of R, but polygons in 
category 0000 include (i.e., cover) R while those in category 17 do not. The imprint 
of C on R is the vector i(C, R) = (noooo, . . . . n ,1,1, nl,), where ni is the number of 
polygons in C that are in category j. Note that if C contains n polygons, the sum 
of the components of i(C, R) is n. If A is any collection of regions, then the impact 
of A on R is the set I(A, R) of all imprints of nonredundant covers of the sources 
in A on R. That is, 
Z(A, R) = {i(C, R) 1 C is a nonredundant cover of the sources in A}. 
(A cover is nonredundant if it ceases to be a cover when any one of the polygons 
in it is removed.) If A contains no more than n sources, then every nonredundant 
cover of the sources in A contains no more than n polygons. Since there are O(n”) 
different vectors of 17 nonnegative integers whose components sum to no more 
than n, there are at most O(n”) imprints in Z(A, R). (This is a gross but easily 
determined upper bound; in practice the number will be much smaller than this.) 
Note the close relationship between signatures and imprints. If A is a sub- 
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polygon and R is the region adjacent to the dent line that defines A (as in Fig. 23), 
it is not hard to see how to compute YA from Z(A, R) in time proportional to the size 
of Z(A, R) (i.e., O(n”)). We compute Z(A, R) in stages, by including 9”, at stage h 
(1 < h Gj). We start at stage 0 with .A0 = Z(R, R). If R is a source, then 
_ab = { (0, . . . . 0, 1,O)) (i.e., we cover R with a polygon whose extremities all 
coincide with the extremities of R). If R is not a source (as in Fig. 23), then it 
need not be covered, so _ab = a. Then in stage h, 1 <h <j, we compute 
Yh=Z((RuA,u ... uA,), R) from &, and Y”,. For each pair of an imprint I 
from Yh_i (there are O(n”) of these) and a signature S from ,YAAh (t ere are O(n’) 
of these)-a total of 0(n22) pairs-we compute the set of imprints that could result 
from the possible ways of combining a cover (of R u A 1 u . . . u A,, ~ 1 ) represented 
by I with a cover (of Ah) represented by S to give a cover of R u A, u u A,. 
This can be done in at most O(n’*) time, so that each stage takes at most 0(n4’). 
Since P contains at most O(n) dents, the total time required for all stages over 
all nodes in the strategy tree is 0(n41). This is clearly a very loose upper bound on 
the time required, but it does show a polynomial upper bound for the class of 
polygons that includes the one in Fig. 22. Numerous improvements are possible, 
both in the analysis and in the algorithm itself. For example, we do not have to 
consider all of the signatures of covers of A. It is sufficient to limit consideration to 
the signatures of covers that could possibly be restrictions of optimal covers of P. 
This leads to the concept of an ordering of signatures, where S,, < S,, if for every 
extension of C, into a cover of P, there is an extension of C, into a cover of P that 
is no larger. We then need only consider signatures that are minimal under this 
partial ordering. This greatly reduces the possible size of ,4pA, which is the dominant 
factor in the running time of the algorithm. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have developed two methods of attack for the problem of 
obtaining a minimal set of orthogonally convex polygons to cover an orthogonal 
polygon without holes. Using the idea of dent diagrams, we can identify a minimal 
FIG. 24. A class 3 polygon that requires crossed MCPs 
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set of regions, such that if these regions are covered by any set of convex polygons, 
then the set can be extended to cover the entire polygon without increasing the 
number of polygons in the set. 
Using this information, we have developed fast 0(n2) algorithms for the 
restricted cases in which the number of dent orientations is at most two. Also, we 
can count the number of polygons required for horizontally convex polygons in 
O(n) time, while showing a lower bound of L2(n2) for the explicit representation in 
each case. 
In addition, using the idea of signatures we have shown how to compute the 
covering number for polygons with all four dent orientations in polynomial time, 
provided that no dent lines intersect any given dent line. 
An open problem that should be attainable is a fast algorithm for class 3. There 
are two problems here that do not arise in class 2 polygons; first we can be forced 
to use crossed staircases in our optimal matchings (Fig. 24), and second it is 
possible to have order-2 sources (and order-3 sources) that match to two different 
sources of different orientations but that are not themselves matchable. However, 
all sources do have at least one boundary on the edges of the polygon. Thus, we 
lOi I I 3 I I 0 4 I I I 1 
0, 1 I I 2 ,O 0 6 I 
FIG. 25. A class 3 polygon whose source graph is not a comparability graph. 
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can cover all sources by traversing the boundary. For class 4 polygon, there is addi- 
tional complexity in that we can have sources that do not occur on the boundary. 
and there can be @(n’) of them. 
We note that the proofs of correctness for classes 2a and 2b imply that the source 
graphs for these polygons are in fact comparability graphs [4, lo]. Thus, we can 
easily obtain a polynomial time algorithm for finding the optimal grouping of sour- 
ces by first completing the source graph, and then using the well-known techniques 
for finding clique covers in such graphs. 
However, for class 3 polygons, Fig. 25 is an example where the source graph is 
not a comparability graph. So far no odd cycle or complement of an odd cycle has 
been found as an induced subgraph for class 3, so it is possible that the source 
graphs remain perfect provided for example that the strong perfect graph conjecture 
is true (C. Berge, 1961) [4]. Then there is a known polynomial time algorithm 
(although not a practical one) for finding clique covers [5]. 
For the four dent case, Fig. 26 shows that an odd cycle can be formed in the 
source graph. (In fact, for any odd cycle, we can construct a class 4 SOP whose 
source graph contains that cycle as an induced subgraph.) Thus, class 4 graphs are 
not perfect. It nonetheless seems obvious that not every graph is realizable as a 
source graph. Precisely which graphs are source graphs, and whether or not the 
problems we wish to solve on this class are tractable remains open. 
The main contribution of this paper is probably not the algorithms, but the iden- 
tification of the dent diagrams for identifying the critical regions that have to be 
covered, and the signatures, which allow us to handle large numbers of combina- 
tions of polygons with only a polynomial amount of work. These concepts may be 
generalizable to polygons whose edges are selected from more than two orienta- 
tions, and finally to arbitrary polygons, with the usual notion of convexity. Thus, 
understanding the algebra of these structures may lead not only to solutions for the 
general orthogonal polygon problem, but may also lead to better understanding of 
covers for general polygons. This, of course, is one of the reasons for studying 
orthogonal polygons in the first place. 
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FIG. 26. The Scycle: A class 4 polygon whose source graph is not a perfect graph. 
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